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Abstract
Audio Description (AD) aims to generate narrations of information that is not accessible through unimodal hearing in
movies to aid the visually impaired in following film narratives. Current solutions rely heavily on manual work, resulting
in high costs and limited scalability. While automatic methods have been introduced, they often yield descriptions
that are sparse and omit key details. ddressing these challenges, we propose a novel automated pipeline, the
Multi-modal Movie Audio Description (MMAD). MMAD harnesses the capabilities of three key modules as well as the
power of Llama2 to augment the depth and breadth of the generated descriptions. Specifically, first, we propose the
Audio-aware Feature Enhancing Module to provide the model with multi-modal perception capabilities, enriching
the background descriptions with a more comprehensive understanding of the environmental features. Second, we
propose the Actor-tracking-aware Story Linking Module to aid in the generation of contextual and character-centric
descriptions, thereby enhancing the richness of character depictions. Third, we incorporate the Subtitled Movie
Clip Contextual Alignment Module, supplying semantic information about various time periods throughout the
movie, which facilitates the consideration of the full movie narrative context when describing silent segments, thereby
enhancing the richness of the descriptions. Experiments on widely used datasets convincingly demonstrates that
MMAD significantly surpasses existing strong baselines in performance, establishing a new state-of-the-art in the
field. Our code will be released at https://github.com/Daria8976/MMAD.
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1. Introduction

Cultural productions are increasingly integrating
the visually impaired due to evolving legal require-
ments and the growth of societal support(Han et al.,
2023). It’s a well-known fact that movie stands as
a prevalent art form. Yet, the absence of voice
narration means many aren’t tailored to the dis-
abled. Films made accessible for disabled viewers
have been adapted for their benefit. For the visu-
ally impaired, films require voice-over narrations to
describe non-dialogue scenes(Wikipedia contribu-
tors, 2023). This voice-over process, called Audio
Description (AD), describes the movie’s visual com-
ponents(Han et al., 2023) for BVI.

The conventional process of creating accessible
movies relies heavily on manual work, leading to
high costs and lengthy production times, making
scalability a challenge(Han et al., 2023). The auto-
mated generation of AD constitutes a multi-modal
translation task. Specifically, this technique relies
on computer vision techniques for video content
analysis and segmentation to recognize visual infor-
mation, such as important objects(Robinson et al.,
2020), relationships between objects(Kukleva et al.,
2020), and their actions and interactions(Patron-
Perez et al., 2010; Vondrick et al., 2016). The audio
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features obtained by the audio encoder(Guzhov
et al., 2022) are then concatenated as input for the
natural language processing module. Natural lan-
guage processing techniques can generate vivid
descriptions of video content based on visual and
auditory information, using vocabulary that adheres
to linguistic expressions(Li et al., 2022).

Despite its importance, the vision community
hasn’t extensively studied AD. Automatic AD cre-
ation differs from typical vision-to-language tasks,
bringing forth unique challenges. Crucially, AD for
a given video clip considers several factors: vi-
sual cues, prior ADs and subtitles (linguistic con-
text), audio cues, and time. The model’s ex-
pected outcome is a cohesive cross-modal embed-
ding(Koepke et al., 2023). Furthermore, ADs omit
descriptions of scenes understandable from back-
ground noises and are strategically timed not to
coincide with dialogue. Unlike generalized descrip-
tions provided by dense video captioning(Iashin
and Rahtu, 2020), AD offers specific details, identi-
fying characters and their actions.

Our primary contributions include:

• Based on the complementary nature of mul-
timodal semantic information, we propose a
novel framework that is adept at utilizing mul-
tiple modal inputs to enhance AD generation.

https://github.com/Daria8976/MMAD
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Sole reliance on audio content can usher in
semantic discrepancies due to its inherent am-
biguity (Drossos et al., 2020). Diverging from
prevalent AD generation frameworks, we’ve
incorporated an ambient music input modality.
This addition aims to offer visually impaired
individuals a richer information spectrum.

• We design the narrator interval detection mod-
ule for pinpointing proper time intervals for AD
insertion incorporated both speech and text
recognition into.

• For multimodal inputs, we design the Audio-
aware Feature Enhancing Module, the Actor-
tracking-aware Story Linking Module, and the
Movie Clip Contextual Alignment Module us-
ing a unimodal training method, and design a
multimodal converter in the input layer of the
framework to realize multimodal fusion.

• We’ve scrutinized MMAD’s capabilities both
quantitatively and qualitatively across demand-
ing datasets. Additionally, we design human
evaluation to evaluate its performance on real-
world movie clips. The experimental results
demonstrate that MMAD exhibits a superior
level of both information utilization and gener-
alization compared to existing techniques.

2. Related Work

Multimodal video subtitles. The ADLAB PRO
guide’s survey results on the needs of visually im-
paired groups in various countries for AD point
out that AD requires accurately convey the plot
and details of movies or other cultural events.
Drawing inspiration from dense image captioning
paradigms(Johnson et al., 2016), Krishna and team
pioneered the dense video captioning arena, under-
pinned by the ActivityNet Captions dataset(Krishna
et al., 2017; Zhou et al., 2018; Mun et al., 2019;
Rahman et al., 2019). Vladimir & Esa’s MDVC ap-
proach(Iashin and Rahtu, 2020) proffered an amal-
gamation of modalities, underscoring that audio-
visual synergy enhances video caption quality.
Video subtitles are responsible for obtaining im-
portant elements, relative relationships and action
behaviors in video key frames, which constitute the
main part of the movie audio description.

In addition to the video module, a good AD needs
to provide as much information as possible for de-
scription optimization. The inaugural venture into
audio captioning surfaced in (Drossos et al., 2017),
utilizing PSE’s auditory datasets and harnessing
BiGRU(Rana, 2016)-centric models. Subsequently
, endeavors like those by (Xu et al., 2021) dissected
audio subtitle semantics within a comprehensive
framework, marking SOTA milestones by adeptly

weaving in diverse informational threads via trans-
fer learning. Apart from improvements in the modal
input part, the emergence of large language mod-
els has brought huge improvements to AD quality
compared to previous models. Inspired by Vision-
LLM(Wang et al., 2023) and AnyMAL(Moon et al.,
2023), the MMAD proposed in this paper maps
multi-modal features into a language-aligned fea-
ture space, and uses LLama(Touvron et al.) decod-
ing to obtain the final AD.

Video subtitles for BVI. Unlike traditional video
subtitles, accessibility-oriented video subtitles need
to meet the specific needs of visually impaired view-
ers. This type of accessible audiovisual media
working model is expected to comply with acces-
sibility regulations and meet the needs of the vi-
sually impaired community for audio description.
Furthermore, compared with the independent and
separated video caption model, movie audio de-
scription needs to maintain the memory of the pre-
vious content for maintaining the smoothness of
the narrative.

Wang et al.(Wang et al., 2021b) proposed an
end-to-end system for automatic audio description
generation.The system utilizes an attention-based
video dense caption generation model to generate
descriptions for all events in each inconsistent video
clip. However, the challenge of creating contextu-
ally rich and timely descriptions remained. Van-
der Wilt and Farbood(Vander Wilt and Farbood,
2021) tackled live theater accessibility, proposing
an online time warping algorithm for aligning pre-
recorded audio descriptions. Their approach was
innovative but faced challenges in handling the dy-
namic nature of live performances. To further this
work, Rocha Filho et al.(Filho et al., 2021) intro-
duced a system for automatic character descrip-
tion in videos, employing deep learning techniques.
However, the challenge of seamlessly integrating
these descriptions into the video narrative persisted.
Finally, Campos et al.(Campos et al., 2023) ex-
plored CineAD, a system for audio description us-
ing movie scripts and visual information. Despite
its potential, it struggled with synchronizing descrip-
tions with live video content.

Previous researchers mainly focused on acces-
sible video subtitles and lacked contextual informa-
tion integration modules suitable for movie-level
audio description. Therefore, we designed the
Movie Clip Contextual Alignment Module to pro-
vide more contextual information in movie audio
description. In addition, No previous work has ap-
plied multimodal techniques to movie descriptions,
so previous audio descriptions generated by au-
tomated systems tended to be single descriptions
that lacked emotional coloring. This article pro-
poses the Audio-aware Feature Enhancing Module,
which uses LLM to generate richer and smoother
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audio descriptions in a multi-modal manner. Most
importantly, previous work lacked a suitable charac-
ter recognition module. The Actor-tracking-aware
Story Linking Module proposed in this paper is
suitable for character recognition in movie scenes
where faces are often missing, it helps the visually
impaired group better understand the plot of the
movie.

3. Method

3.1. Overview
Indeed, Audio Description (AD) plays a paramount
role in enhancing film accessibility, providing cru-
cial information that can’t be adequately conveyed
through dialogue alone. Given a comprehensive
movie denoted as V , we decompose it into several
shorter segments, represented by x1, x2, . . . , xN .
The initial step involves pinpointing proper time in-
tervals for AD insertion. During these segments,
generate AD with proper length that does not inter-
fere with the original audio in the films. To help BVI
understand the story flow and get comprehensive
information, the generated AD contains characters’
name and meaningful background music.

To address the above needs and challenges,
we propose MMAD pipeline, as illustrated in fig. 1,
we leverage three key modules to generate effec-
tive movie audio description. First, we employ the
Audio-aware Feature Enhancing Module. This mod-
ule doesn’t focus on spoken words, but rather, it
centers on background sounds and music to deliver
atmosphere, mood, and environmental information.
Second, we have the Actor-tracking-aware Story
Linking Module. This module accurately links the
active character from multiple angles by replac-
ing personal pronouns in the caption with specific
character names to provide a clearer narrative con-
text. Lastly, we use the Movie Clip Contextual Align-
ment Module, which supplements dialogue scenes
with information from other audible segments to en-
sure comprehensive description generation. The
outputs from these three modules, combined with
the multimodal inputs, are mapped to the textual
embedding domain of a specific Large Language
Model LLaMA2 (Touvron et al., 2023a). By merg-
ing the word embeddings from earlier movie audio
descriptions and subtitles, these serve as prompts
for the expansive language model to generate the
final extensive description. We will now delve into
the detail of each module.

3.2. Movie Clip Contextual Alignment
We categorize movies into dialogue segments and
non-dialogue segments. As previously mentioned,
generated AD can’t overlap with the dialogue seg-
ments. Thus, the current movie audio description

methods typically focus solely on the visual infor-
mation present in non-dialogue segments, which,
however, ignores the visual details not provided in
the main video audio track during dialog segments.
To address this challenge and ensure a coherent,
context-aware description, we propose the Movie
Clip Contextual Alignment Module in MMAD.

The first step of the module is to identify appro-
priate intervals for inserting movie audio descrip-
tion. In order to detect non-dialogue segments,
we employ WhisperX(Bain et al., 2023) to extract
character dialogues and convert them into textual
subtitles. Subsequently, the Connectionist Tem-
poral Proposal Network (CTPN)(Tian et al., 2016)
is utilized to identify sequences of frames without
subtitles, marking these as potential intervals for
movie audio description insertion.

Upon identifying the intervals for movie audio
description insertion, the module generates contex-
tually relevant descriptions for both dialogue and
non-dialogue frames within these intervals. This
process considers not just the visual information
from the current clip, but also the content from pre-
viously captioned clips.

The visual mapping network MV , which takes
as scene-specific frame features from the current
movie clip xi as prefix inputs to the language model:

hxi = MV ({z1, · · · , zN}) ; zi = fCLIP (xi) (1)

The length limit of the generate AD as follows:
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Here, r represents frame rate, and t(x
(C)
i+1) is the

time duration of the non-dialogue clip. This limit
is used to iteratively optimize the generated AD
during training, which ensures the most significant
visual information is relayed within the given time
constraints and maintains the narrative flow and
context of the movie, significantly enhancing the
description generation quality.

3.3. Actor-tracking-aware Story Linking
Unlike normal video captioning tasks, in order to
help visually impaired people understand the story-
line, the generated narration should be referred to
by the name of a specific character, not by pronouns
such as "he", "she", "it" or other pronouns. How
to match the active character in the current movie
clips is a challenging task. In order to achieve
this function and improve the quality of the gen-
erated AD, we(i)input an actor identity matching
table, which contains the actor’s character photo
and corresponding character name in the film or
TV, in addition to the film clips, and input the match-
ing table to our designed character portrait feature
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People I

People II

"Pop" shop manager

Max Tooney

CLIP
CLIP

Max Tooney: Allow me
to play one last time

Max Tooney looked at
the thrift store owner
with begging eyes.

Ambient Music

Previous Context

Previous AD

LLaMA

…
[People I] [takes] [a] … [EOS] 

…
[BOS]  [People I] [takes] …

ESResNeXt

Audio-aware Environmental Feature ModuleActor-tracking-aware Story Linking Module

Movie Clip Contextual Alignment Module

Figure 1: Overview of MMAD: MMAD consists of multiple modality encoders used to generate movie
narration

calibration module for learning visual character fea-
tures; (ii)establish a character recognition module
that leverages these learned visual character fea-
tures. This module matches characters within cur-
rent movie clips to their corresponding visual fea-
tures. The design of the module is shown in fig. 2.

Max Tooney"Pop" shop 
manager …

Max TooneyPerformer

Image
encoder

Text
encoder

learnable

A photo of a person.[X]1  [X]2  …  [X]M

Stage 1

Image
encoder

Text
encoderA photo of a [X]1  [X]2  …  [X]M  person.

Stage 2

Max 
Tooney

Max 
Tooney

Figure 2: Overview of our Actor-tracking-aware
Story Linking Module, which fixes the text encoder
and image encoder in the first training stage, op-
timizes a set of learnable text tokens to generate
the text features, and then uses the text features to
optimize the image encoder in the second stage.

3.3.1. Character Portrait Features Calibration

Before we proceed to the character recognition
stage, it is essential to calibrate the character por-
trait features. This step is necessary because cine-

matic depictions present a range of complexities,
such as changing viewing angles and occasional
partial obscurity of characters. To address these
challenges and ensure precise recognition, we in-
tegrate Image Re-identification (ReID) techniques
(Li et al., 2023a) into our model.

To achieve this, our model adopts a contrastive
learning approach. We introduce ID-specific learn-
able tokens that help interpret ambiguous textual
descriptions and calculate a contrastive loss be-
tween character images and texts.

Specifically, we define the character image-to-
character text contrastive loss (Li2t) as:

Li2t = −
∑

i = 1N log
exp(fi · gi/τ)∑

j = 1Nexp(fi · gj/τ)
(3)

where, fi and gi represent the i-th image and text
feature vectors, respectively. τ represents a scalar
temperature, while N denotes the batch size (Deng
et al., 2020a). Through this design, our model is
better equipped to handle the complex visual nar-
ratives presented in films.

3.3.2. Character Recognition

Once we’ve calibrated the character features, we
transition to the character recognition stage. In this
phase, we optimize the parameters in the image
encoder using a combination of triplet loss and ID
loss with label smoothing for optimization (He et al.,
2021). This optimization process enhances the
model’s ability to accurately recognize and differ-
entiate between various characters.

In addition to these loss functions, we also design
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a cross-entropy loss from image features to text
features, denoted as Li2tce. This loss is defined as:

Li2tce = −
N∑
i=1

pilog(qi) (4)

In this equation, pi represents the ground truth
distribution, and qi denotes the predicted distribu-
tion (Chollet, 2017).

3.4. Audio-aware Feature Enhancing
In movies, environmental sounds are a rich source
of information and often greatly influence our inter-
pretation of a scene. For instance, the same visual
scene could convey entirely different meanings with
a background score of eerie suspense compared
to a cheerful melody. In addition, audio information
is ambiguous, and the inclusion of audio core in-
formation in the narration is necessary to aid BVI
people’s understanding of the story of the movie.
To address this need, we designed the Audio-aware
Feature Enhancing Module. This module specif-
ically targets the extraction and enhancement of
salient audio features from environmental sounds
in a movie, providing additional cues for generating
precise visual descriptions. It comprises an Ambi-
ent Audio Encoder(section 3.4.1) and a Modality
Alignment Module(section 3.4.2).

3.4.1. Ambient Audio Encoder

To effectively utilize the audio cues in movies, we
first need to obtain powerful auditory features that
can effectively encapsulate the rich information em-
bedded in the audio track. The audio features not
only need to capture the raw attributes of the audio
signal but also need to highlight the semantic and
contextual aspects that can supplement the visual
cues in the movie scenes.

In our quest to capture these potent audio fea-
tures, we adopt ESResNeXt (Donahue et al., 2015)
as our audio encoder. ESResNeXt is constructed
on the efficient ResNeXt (Chollet, 2017) backbone
network and includes a trainable time-frequency
transformed fbsp layer. This unique layer, in-
spired by complex-frequency B-spline wavelets
(Teolis and Benedetto, 1998), optimizes the time-
frequency representation of sound through end-to-
end learning. More specifically, we employs the
Short-Time Fourier Transform (STFT) to transmute
raw audio signals into time-frequency representa-
tions as per the following equation:

X(x, τ) =

∞∑
n=−∞

x[n]w[n− τ ]KDFT
fc (n) (5)

In this way, we manage to capture strong and
meaningful audio features that enhance the MMAD

model’s ability to generate precise and contextually
accurate movie descriptions.

3.4.2. Modality Alignment Module

Once we have obtained the potent acoustic rep-
resentation, the next critical step is to align these
with the visual features to create a unified multi-
modal comprehension approach. CLIP-based vi-
sual encoders naturally align visual encoding with
text space, so we only need to apply projection
layers to map the feature encoding of the audio
modality into an embedding space that is compati-
ble with LLMs for text generation.

Specifically, for every text caption that is paired
with an audio modality, represented as (Xtext,
Xaudio), the modality input undergoes a transforma-
tion to align with the text input embedding domain,
resulting in the generation of Zaudio.

Formally, this alignment can be represented as:

p (Xtext|Xaudio) =

L∏
i=1

pθ

(
X

[i]
text|Zaudio, Z

[1:i−1]
text

)
(6)

Zaudio = Projectionθ (hlatents, g (Xaudio)) (7)

By aligning the audio and visual features in this
manner, we ensure that the multimodal input is har-
monized with the textual embedding domain. This
allows us to infuse the rich environmental sound
information into the LLM, thereby enhancing the
overall quality and depth of the generated descrip-
tions.

4. Experiments

4.1. Datasets

4.1.1. Training Datasets

MAD-v2. sMAD-v2(Soldan et al., 2022) is a large-
scale dataset collected from Movie Audio Descrip-
tions for the Language Grounding in Videos task.
It comprises a total of 384K sentences grounded
in over 1.2K hours of continuous videos from 650
different and diverse movies. MMAD exploits avail-
able audio descriptions of mainstream movies in
MAD-v2 to train Movie Clip Contextual Alignment
Module to align movie style visual token and AD.

JDIFLPS. This dataset(Xiao et al., 2017) con-
tains 18,184 images, 8,432 identities, and 96,143
pedestrian bounding boxes, including character
query and corresponding galleries for movies and
various TV sitcoms. This dataset is used to train
the abli matching detetiycted character visual to-
ken in keyframes to character images in character
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1900

PDVC

CLIP-Caption-Reward

SwimBERT

Video-LLaMA

MMAD(ours)

Ground Truth

The man is then shown and the man walks away.

A man adjusting his tie in a restaurant with a crowd behind him. A large group of men wearing suits holding a wooden piano in a party.

A man is talking about a piano while a crowd of people are watching him.

In a crowded room, a man in a white shirt plays a grand piano, surrounded by an audience and nearby food table.

The talented pianist, 1900, mesmerized the audience with his virtuosic performance of "Christmas Eve" while wearing a pristine white tuxedo and bow tie.

1900, dressed in a white tuxedo, plays "Christmas Eve" on the piano, captivating the cheering crowd with his passionate skill.

The Legend of 1900

1900

PDVC

CLIP-Caption-Reward

SwimBERT

Video-LLaMA

MMAD(ours)

Ground Truth

A person is seen riding around a large area of people.

A man walking with a box of animals in the green field with houses behind it.

A man is running around with a box and then throws it to another man.

A man and woman joyfully run through a lush park, dressed in black, holding umbrellas, with clear skies and buildings ahead.

Chris Gardner, a man with a box in his hand, runs frantically through the city, dodging people and cars while being chased by a taxi driver who is honking.

Chris Gardner, holding a box, dashes through the city, dodging pedestrians and vehicles, while a honking taxi follows.

The Pursuit of Happyness

1900

PDVC

CLIP-Caption-Reward

SwimBERT

Video-LLaMA

MMAD(ours)

Ground Truth

A man in a black suit is standing in a street.

A man standing together in a brick building with a microphone in the background. A man walking in a stone building with figurines and figurines next to it.

A man in a costume dances on stage in front of a crowd.

In the rain, a joyful young man in a suit dances on a puddle-strewn street, holding an umbrella, under a streetlight.

Dancing in the rain, Don Lockwood twirls with joy, umbrella in hand, amidst city streets.

Don Lockwood joyfully dances in the pouring rain, spinning with an umbrella amidst the city.

Singin' in the Rain

1900

PDVC

CLIP-Caption-Reward

SwimBERT

Video-LLaMA

MMAD(ours)

Ground Truth

The people continue to watch the sides.

A woman wearing a dress standing together with many decorations in the background.

A man is talking about a piano while a crowd of people are watching him.

The video showcases stunning landscapes, from forests to oceans, with vivid greenery and changing seasons, highlighting nature's breathtaking beauty.

Alice fled through the mushroom forest, her heart racing as the Bandersnatch's ominous hisses and growls echoed behind her.

Alice escaping through a forest of mushrooms, with Bandersnatch appearing and attacking her.

Alice's Adventures in Wonderland

Figure 3: Qualitative results of our method. For a given movie clip, the Movie Clip Contextual Alignment
Module determines the start and end timestamps for movie audio description generation, the Actor-
tracking-aware Story Linking Module identifies the active character in the current movie clip, and the
Audio-aware Feature Enhancing Module inputs the ambient music in the movie clip, which is used to
assist in the generation of a more contextualized movie audio description.
list, enhancing Actor-tracking-aware Story Linking
Module.

Clotho. Clotho(Drossos et al., 2020) consists
of 4,981 diverse audio samples, each lasting 15
to 30 seconds, extracted from Freesound, support-
ing Audio-aware Feature Enhancing Module pre-
training with a focus on diverse audio represen-
tations and 24,905 meticulously curated descrip-
tions, emphasizing accurate caption of environmen-
tal acoustic representation.

AudioVault-AD. AudioVault-AD(Han et al., 2023)
comprises over 3.3 million AD texts from 7,000+
films, emphasizing text quality over visual connec-
tions, ideal for standalone language model training,
enriching movie-centric datasets, and surpassing
competitors as the largest public AD textual collec-
tion by nearly tenfold. After aligning the multimodal
inputs to the text space, the MMAD model outputs
AD through LLM in a learnable prompt, and train-
ing the Movie Clip Contextual Alignment Module
through AudioVault-AD helps to build informative
and standards-compliant narration.

4.1.2. Testing Datasets

MovieNet. MovieNet(Huang et al., 2020) is a vast
repository of visual data from 1,100 films, featuring
1.1 million annotated character frames and 42,000
scene demarcations, supporting diverse training
objectives and reducing genre bias. This dataset
is used to test the accuracy of aligning narration
timestamps to video alignment actions in the Movie
Clip Contextual Alignment Module.

M-VAD Names. M-VAD Names(Pini et al., 2019)
contains the annotations of characters’ visual ap-

pearances, in the form of tracks of face bounding
boxes, and the associations with characters’ textual
mentions, when available. The released dataset
contains more than 24k annotated video clips, in-
cluding 63k visual tracks and 34k textual mentions,
all associated with their character identities. This
dataset is used to test the accuracy of character
name matching in the Actor-tracking-aware Story
Linking Module.

MC-eval. Existing benchmarks for evaluat-
ing movie audio description do not yet appear
to contain datasets that simultaneously include
movieglobal visual information, metadata for char-
acter information, previous AD and previous sub-
titles, and ambient music information. For MMAD
model evaluation, we selected 10 renowned cine-
matic masterpieces, extracting over 20 segments
from each, totaling 224 segments. Notably, 73%
of these segments feature ambient music for more
than two seconds. To each set of data in MC-eval,
we added the overall screen global, character lo-
cator box, subtitles, audio description, and audio
information. MC-eval is used as generated AD
evaluation.

4.2. Implementation Details

The Audio-aware Feature Enhancing Module
encodes ambient music features via ESRes-
NeXt(Donahue et al., 2015) and aligns these fea-
tures to the text domain. The Actor-tracking-aware
Story Linking Module utilizes CLIP for character
recognition and scene encoding. For voice tran-
scription and identifying suitable audio descrip-
tion intervals in uncredited clips, we employ the
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Movie Clip Contextual Alignment Module with Whis-
perX(Bain et al., 2023). These multimodal fea-
tures feed into LLaMA2-70b(Touvron et al., 2023b),
generating captions that resemble human-like lan-
guage while keeping the parameters of LLaMA2
static to improve convergence and utilize its inher-
ent reasoning abilities. During training, we use a
batch size of 8, with each batch containing 10 movie
clips (consisting of both subtitled and unsubtitled
frames) and their corresponding audio descriptions.
We also set the epoch to 20.

We use the Adam optimizer with an initial learn-
ing rate of 10−4, decaying to 0, to independently
adjust the learnable parameters in each module,
all on eight 80G A100 GPUs. Given an average
speaking rate of 180 words per minute, we crop
movie clips to around 2 seconds each, limiting the
character count for each audio description interval
and each caption to 60 characters. We evaluate
the models’ character recognition using precision
metrics like mean Average Precision (mAP) and
Rank-1 (R1). For interval generation, we view it
as multi-label and binary categorization, using ac-
curacy, precision, and recall. For assessing au-
dio description quality, we use BLEU-1, ROUGE-L
and BertScore to measure word congruence with
a reference and use RefCLIPScore to measure the
similarity between the generated caption and the
visual content, enhancing the generation of repre-
sentative captions. Finally, we organized 10 vision
health volunteers, 10 BVI people (including 3 totally
blind and 7 partially sighted) for human evaluation
via Likert scale(Joshi et al., 2015).

4.3. Quantitative Comparison

table 1 provides a comparative analysis of dif-
ferent video caption models, including our pro-
posed MMAD framework, based on various input
modalities (Visual - V, Audio - A, Language - L)
and feature fusion approaches. The models com-
pared include PDVC(Wang et al., 2021a), CLIP-
Caption-Reward(Cho et al., 2022), SwinBERT(Lin
et al., 2022), Video-LLaMA(Zhang et al., 2023),
Vid2seq(Yang et al., 2023) and our MMAD frame-
work.

In terms of metrics (B-1, R-L, BertS, RefCLIP-
S, Human Evaluation), which serve as measures
of caption quality, MMAD outperforms the other
models. In objective evaluation metrics, MMAD’s
B-1 score of 44.5, R-L score of 39.2, BertS score
of 60.6, and RefCLIP-S metric value of 0.825 are
all higher than that of its closest competitor, Swim-
BERT.In human evaluation, MMAD’s OA percent-
age of 72.8% is much higher than that of the Video-
LLaMA’s 59.2%.

4.4. Qualitative Comparison
fig. 3 presents the results of applying our MMAD
system for generating movie audio descriptions on
several films. The comparison between MMAD
and other methods showcased in the figure vividly
illustrates the superiority of our system. Specifically,
MMAD is capable of producing more extensive and
contextually rich descriptions.

This enhanced performance is largely at-
tributable to the synergistic operation of the Audio-
aware Feature Enhancing Module, the Actor-
tracking-aware Story Linking Module, and the
Movie Clip Contextual Alignment Module. These
modules, by collectively leveraging the wealth of
film information available, including character ac-
tivity, ambient audio, and the optimal timing for de-
scriptions, empower our system to generate highly
detailed and contextually accurate movie audio de-
scriptions.

4.5. Ablation Study

4.5.1. Effect of the Proposed Modules

In this part, we first study the influence of each
proposed module and the employed LLM on the
final Audio Description (AD) performance. We sep-
arately remove each module from our design and
evaluate the resulting AD on the MC-eval dataset
(table 2). The results show that removing the Audio-
aware Feature Enhancing Module has minimal
impact on the RefCLIP-S metrics, which primar-
ily assess the correlation between movie frame
visuals and text. However, removing the Actor-
tracking-aware Story Linking and Movie Clip Con-
textual Alignment Modules, both crucial for visual
information acquisition, significantly decreases the
RefCLIP-S metrics and enlarges the gap between
model-generated captions and the Ground Truth
(GT). Furthermore, the LLM size significantly influ-
ences the AD quality, with LLaMA2-70b yielding
more human-like captions than the 13b model, un-
derscoring model complexity’s impact.

4.5.2. Effect of Actor-tracking-aware Story
Linking Module

The effectiveness of our Actor-tracking-aware Story
Linking Module hinges greatly on the precision of
character recognition. To evaluate this, we com-
pare our proposed method with two face detec-
tion algorithms (RetinaFace(Deng et al., 2020b)
and Abaw(Kollias, 2022) )and two Re-Identification
(ReID) algorithms (BoT(Luo et al., 2019) and
LTReID(Wang et al., 2022) ), widely used for accu-
rately identifying main characters in movie datasets.
The results are shown table 3. Comparing our ap-
proach with these five existing methods, our char-
acter recognition technique proves to significantly
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Methods Modality Metric Human Evaluation
V A L B-1 R-L BertS RefCLIP-S OA CA

PDVC ✔ ✗ ✗ 5.8 8.3 47.5 0.524 42.6% ✗

CLIP-Caption-Reward ✔ ✗ ✗ 17.9 15.9 50.2 0.536 24.0% ✗

SwinBERT ✔ ✗ ✗ 18.0 18.1 51.6 0.618 45.6% ✗

Video-LLaMA ✔ ✗ ✔ 5.2 8.5 48.9 0.585 59.2% ✗

ours ✔ ✔ ✔ 44.5 39.2 60.6 0.825 72.8% ✔

Table 1: The performance of the proposed MMAD framework and some video caption models with different
input modalities (V-visual, A-audio, L-language) and feature fusion approaches in MC-eval dataset: we
generated a comparison between movie audio description and GT based on a classical metric assessment
of caption. MMAD takes into account all the input-able modalities, and achieves excellent caption results.
In addition, MMAD has added human evaluation, which includes two indicators, "Overall information
accessibility of the story (OA)" and "Character information accessibility (CA)", with the following statistical
values Ratio of satisfied people/total number of researchers

Modules B-1 R-L BertS RefCLIP-S

A2+A3+A4 18.5 13.2 39.9 0.682
A1+A3+A4 12.3 14.7 35.3 0.434
A1+A2+A4 19.5 14.9 38.1 0.311

A1+A2+A3+B4 28.9 16.3 43.8 0.582
A1+A2+A3+A4 44.5 39.2 60.6 0.825

Table 2: Ablation study on impact of proposed mod-
ules. A1 denotes Audio-aware Feature Enhanc-
ing Module, A2 denotes Actor-tracking-aware Story
Linking Module, A3 denotes Movie Clip Contex-
tual Alignment Module, A4 for LLaMA2-70b, B4 for
LLaMA2-13b.

Methods M-VAD Names MC-eval(ours)
mAP R1 mAP R1

RetinaFace 35.2 44.9 32.4 42.8
Abaw 42.5 49.7 39.3 43.2
BoT 52.4 63.1 61.3 77.2

LTReID 55.8 62.9 61.7 78.8
Ours 69.5 76.8 72.3 88.6

Table 3: Ablation study of Actor-tracking-aware
Story Linking Module on MC-eval M-VAD Names
dataset.

enhance the performance. fig. 4 illustrates some
examples of our recognition results.

4.5.3. Effect of Movie Clip Contextual
Alignment Module

The Movie Clip Contextual Alignment Module plays
a pivotal role in our design, as it integrates visual
information from preceding dialog-rich clips into the
caption generation process for the current clip. To

"Pop" shop 
manager

Max Tooney

Danney Boodmann

Character Movie clips

Figure 4: Retrieval result visualization

understand the influence of this module, we ex-
plore the qualitative relationship between the qual-
ity of the generated descriptions and the number
of frames considered from previous clips involving
character dialogue. In this context, the quality of the
Movie Audio Description is primarily evaluated us-
ing Bert-S and RefCLIP-S metrics. The relationship
between the number of prior frames considered and
the resulting description quality, as measured by
these metrics, is depicted in fig. 5. We observe
that as the number of prior subtitle-inclusive clips
considered increases, the resulting movie audio de-
scription becomes more extensive. However, given
the necessity to fit the narration within a specific
time frame, a balance must be struck. When more
than 96 frames are considered, the captions must
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be controlled for word count, leading to a more con-
cise description. Consequently, this streamlining
may result in a compromise in description quality.
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Figure 5: Ablation study on impact of number of
frames considered from previous clips.

5. Conclusion and Future Work

This paper introduces the Multi-modal Movie Audio
Description (MMAD), a novel framework for auto-
mated AD generation. Comprising three novel mod-
ules: the Audio-aware Feature Enhancing Module,
the Actor-tracking-aware Story Linking Module, and
the Subtitled Movie Clip Contextual Alignment Mod-
ule. MMAD is designed to offer rich, extensive,
and contextually aligned movie audio descriptions
with the aid the large language models. Extensive
experiments on established datasets have under-
scored the effectiveness of MMAD. However, it still
faces some challenges: the character matching
module based on pedestrian re-recognition can
solve the problem of recognizing the same char-
acter under different lighting, but if the character
changes clothes, it will have a greater impact on
the accuracy, the design of a more robust charac-
ter recognition module can help to realize a more
specific and accurate caption; in addition, the cur-
rent multimodal input is processed by modality In
addition, the current multimodal input processing is
realized by connecting projection layers through a
modality encoder to map the modal information into
the text embedding space that can be used in LLMs
for caption generation. This mapping can hardly
avoid the loss of input information, and proposing a
model that realizes end-to-end, input raw data, and
directly realizes the text output of LLMs is an impor-
tant development direction in the future multi-modal
accessible movie audio description field.
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